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Introduction 
National Organization 
The purpose of the Boy Scouts of America, incorporated on February 8, 1910 and chartered by 
Congress in 1916, is to provide an educational program for boys and young adults to build character, 
to train in the responsibilities of participating citizenship, and to develop personal fitness. The 
National Council of the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) supports more than 300 local councils providing 
quality youth programs, including Tiger Cubs, Cub Scouting, Boy Scouting, and Venturing. 

 
History of Troop 70 
Since 1921, Troop 70 has been in continuous service to the Queen Anne community and is one of 
the oldest Troops in the Chief Seattle Council.  Year after year, Troop 70 has qualified for the Quality 
Unit Award in recognition of the quality program brought to the boys.  To date, 59 young men have 
earned their Eagle award during their tenure with Troop 70.  We are very proud of our Eagle Scouts 
but all boys regardless of rank attained that have been involved with the Troop’s program have left 
a positive mark and become better citizens, outdoorsmen and adults because of their scouting 
experience. 
 
Chartered Organization 
The chartered organization of Troop 70 is the Queen Anne United Methodist Church, 1606 5th Ave. 
W., Seattle, WA  98119. 
 
The Scouting Program 
Boy Scouts is a program designed to build leadership and responsibility through a structured 
program of activities with a strong outdoor component.  In addition to the weekly evening meeting, 
there is a weekend outdoor activity once a month.  In between there are District and Council 
activities, fund-raisers, and service projects.  We try to make the boys aware of all their options, but 
no one boy or adult is expected to do everything.  The boys are responsible for planning and running 
their own program. 
 
Aims and Methods of the Scouting Program 
The Scouting program has three specific objectives, commonly referred to as the "Aims of Scouting."  
They are character development, citizenship training, and personal fitness. 
 
The methods by which the aims are achieved are listed below in random order to emphasize the 
equal importance of each. 
 

 Ideals:  The ideals of Boy Scouting are spelled out in the Scout Oath, the Scout Law, the Scout 
motto, and the Scout slogan.  The Boy Scout measures himself against these ideals and 
continually tries to improve.  The goals are high, and as he reaches for them, he has some 
control over what and who he becomes. 

 Patrols:  The patrol method gives Boy Scouts an experience in group living and participating 
citizenship.  It places responsibility on young shoulders and teaches boys how to accept it.  The 
patrol method allows Scouts to interact in small groups where members can easily relate to 
each other.  These small groups determine troop activities through elected representatives. 

 Outdoor Programs:  Boy Scouting is designed to take place outdoors.  It is in the outdoor setting 
that Scouts share responsibilities and learn to live with one another.  In the outdoors the skills 
and activities practiced at troop meetings come alive with purpose.  Being close to nature helps 
Boy Scouts gain an appreciation for the beauty of the world around us.  The outdoors is the 
laboratory in which Boy Scouts learn ecology and practice conservation of nature's resources. 
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 Advancement:  Boy Scouting provides a series of surmountable obstacles and steps in 
overcoming them through the advancement method.  The Boy Scout plans his advancement and 
progresses at his own pace as he meets each challenge.  The Boy Scout is rewarded for each 
achievement, which helps him gain self-confidence.  The steps in the advancement system help 
a Boy Scout grow in self-reliance and in the ability to help others. 

 Associations With Adults:  Boys learn a great deal by watching how adults conduct themselves.  
Scout leaders can be positive role models for the members of the troop.  In many cases a 
Scoutmaster who is willing to listen to boys, encourage them, and take a sincere interest in 
them can make a profound difference in their lives. 

 Personal Growth:  As Boy Scouts plan their activities and progress toward their goals, they 
experience personal growth.  The Good Turn concept is a major part of the personal growth 
method of Boy Scouting.  Boys grow as they participate in community service projects and do 
Good Turns for others.  Probably no device is as successful in developing a basis for personal 
growth as the daily Good Turn.  The religious emblems program also is a large part of the 
personal growth method. Frequent personal conferences with his Scoutmaster help each Boy 
Scout to determine his growth toward Scouting's aims. 

 Leadership Development:  The Boy Scout program encourages boys to learn and practice 
leadership skills.  Every Boy Scout has the opportunity to participate in both shared and total 
leadership situations.  Understanding the concepts of leadership helps a boy accept the 
leadership role of others and guides him toward the citizenship aim of Scouting. 

 Uniform:  The uniform makes the Boy Scout troop visible as a force for good and creates a 
positive youth image in the community.  Boy Scouting is an action program, and wearing the 
uniform is an action that shows each Boy Scout's commitment to the aims and purposes of 
Scouting.  The uniform gives the Boy Scout identity in a world brotherhood of youth who believe 
in the same ideals.  The uniform is practical attire for Boy Scout activities and provides a way for 
Boy Scouts to wear the badges that show what they have accomplished. 

 
Scout Oath, Law, Motto, and Slogan 
Each Scout is expected to learn and live by the Scout Oath, Law, Motto, and Slogan. 
 

Scout Oath 
On my honor, I will do my best 
To do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout Law; 
To help other people at all times; 
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake and morally straight. 
 
Boy Scout Law 
A Scout is:  Trustworthy, 

Loyal, 
Helpful, 
Friendly, 
Courteous, 
Kind, 
Obedient, 
Cheerful, 
Thrifty, 
Brave, 
Clean, 
and Reverent. 
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Boy Scout Motto 

Be Prepared. 
 

Boy Scout Slogan 
Do a good turn daily. 

 
The Outdoor Code 
As an American, I will do my best to - 

Be clean in my outdoor manners 
Be careful with fire 
Be considerate in the outdoors, and 
Be conservation minded. 

 
The Scout Family 
The family plays a critical role in the development, advancement, and success of each Scout.  It is 
through their encouragement and through the participation of the family as a whole that the boys 
stay enthusiastic and motivated in the Scouting program.  As a parent, YOUR participation in the 
Scouting program is strongly encouraged and appreciated by both the other boys and the adult 
leadership.  It has been shown that the most involved and successful Boy Scouts come from families 
which have active involvement in their Troop’s programs.  Ways that each scout family can support 
the Troop include: 
• Be a Uniformed Adult Leader 
• Be a Committee member 
• Attend Courts of Honor 
• Keep up-to-date with the information provided by the Troop leadership 
• Attend at least one Troop outing per year 
• Volunteer to transport Scouts or equipment 
• Encourage your son to participate and advance 
• Ask questions and be in the know 

 
Interesting Statistics 

For every 100 boys who join scouting, records indicate that: 
- RARELY will one be brought before the juvenile court system 
- 2 will become Eagle Scouts 
- 17 will become future Scout volunteers 
- 18 will develop a hobby that will last through their adult life 
- 8 will enter a vocation that was learned through the merit badge system 
- 1 will use his Scouting skills to save his own life 
- 1 will use his Scouting skills to save the life of another person 

 
Scouting’s alumni record is equally impressive.  A recent nation-wide survey of high schools 
revealed the following information: 
- 85% of student council presidents were Scouts 
- 89% of senior class presidents were Scouts 
- 80% of junior class presidents were Scouts 
- 75% of school publication editors were Scouts 
- 71% of football captains were Scouts 
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Scouts account for: 
- 64% of Air Force Academy graduates 
- 68% of West Point graduates 
- 70% of Annapolis graduates 
- 72% of Rhodes Scholars 
- 85% of F.B.I. agents 
- 26 of the first 29 astronauts 

 

Getting Started 
BSA Youth Application 
Each new member must complete a BSA youth application which is available from the Scoutmaster 
or Committee Chair.  Upon completion of the application, a parent or legal guardian must sign the 
form and return it to the Scoutmaster or Committee Chair. 
 
Uniforms 
The Boy Scout uniform is worn for a purpose.  It identifies us as Scouts, something of which they 
should be proud, and it tells others we are Scouts.  The full uniform is worn with the proper respect, 
i.e. shirt tucked in, at all meetings, while traveling, for Courts of Honor, and at District events.  For 
more information on the official Boy Scout uniform and insignia placement, see the Boy Scouts of 
America uniform inspection sheet in Appendix A. 
 
A full uniform consists of a shirt (with emblems), pants, scarf, socks, belt and sash (once the scout 
begins earning merit badges).  Troop 70 has its own neckerchief style and color which is provided by 
the Troop.  Each scout is responsible for obtaining the remaining items comprising their uniform 
which can be purchased at the: 
 

Seattle Scout Shop 
3120 Rainier Avenue South 
Post Office Box 440408 
Seattle, WA 98114-4408 

 
Troop 70 does have an “experienced uniform” bank which scouts can draw from as needed and into 
which donations are gratefully received and appreciated. 
 
There are 2 classes of uniforms that Troop 70 uses, that is Class A or Class B as shown below. 
 

Class A Class B 

Troop 70 Neckerchief Scout Tee-shirt 

BSA Shirt, Long or Short sleeve BSA Trousers or Shorts 

BSA Trousers or Shorts BSA Socks 

BSA Socks BSA Belt and Buckle 

BSA Belt and Buckle Appropriate Footwear 

Dark Color Footwear 
 

 
Scout Handbook 
Every scout must have a Scout Handbook which is provided by the Troop.  The Scout Handbook is 
the base for all instruction and information in the scouting skills, ideals, history, award 
requirements, leadership, organization and citizenship.  Each scout will use his Scout Handbook for 
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information and reference throughout his scouting years.  The Scout Handbook is equally important 
as the only written record for each scout’s skill awards series.  As each skill award requirement is 
satisfactorily accomplished, it is signed-off in the Handbook by the Scoutmaster or Assistant 
Scoutmaster(s). 

 
Additional Equipment 
The Troop has a variety of equipment available for use by the scouts which is maintained by the 
Troop Adult Quartermaster and Junior Quartermaster for ensuring the equipment remains in good 
working order such as tents (camping and backpacking), camping stoves, lanterns and cooking gear. 
 
Each Scout will need to acquire additional camping / backpacking equipment over time.  Please refer 
to the Camping section of the Scout Handbook for a list of the “Scout Outdoor Essentials”.  If your 
boy is new to the Troop and does not have this equipment available to him, please notify one of the 
Adult Leaders – many of the Troop members have extra equipment they are happy to loan our new 
Scouts.  From time to time, Troop members may have used equipment for sale or “permanent loan”.  
Please speak to one of the Adult Leaders prior to making major equipment purchases.  They may be 
able to help guide your purchase to ensure you receive the best value and adequate service 
(temperature range, fit, etc.) for your money. 
 
Additional equipment boys should provide includes such items as: 

 Sleeping bag with waterproof stuff sack and sleeping pad 

 Internal or External Frame Backpack (for backpacking trips) 

 Mess Kit and cup (required for all outings where meals are eaten) 

 Eating utensils 

 Sturdy hiking boots 

 Camp Towel 

 Personal hygiene items (toothbrush, toothpaste, soap) 

 Personal first aid kit 

 ½ roll unscented toilet paper (sealed in Ziploc bag) 

 Optional items include: 
- Camp Pillow 
- Backpacking Stove (usually shared with another Scout) 

 
Equipment is available at a variety of camping specialty stores, as well as some department and 
discount stores.  We strongly recommend essential equipment, such as hiking boots and backpacks, 
be purchased from retailers with experience in fit and use of this equipment. 

 
On all outings, each scout must come prepared with the 10 essentials consisting of: 

 Pocketknife or multi-purpose tool (all Scouts must earn their “Totin’ Chip” to carry a knife) 

 First aid kit 

 Extra clothing 

 Flashlight or head lamp with extra batteries 

 Rain gear 

 Water bottle 

 Compass 

 Matches and fire starter 

 Sun protection and sun glasses 

 Trail food 
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Troop Structure 
Troop 70 is in the Aurora District which is under the Chief Seattle Council of the Boy Scouts of America.  
The troop's organization is based on the structure found in the BSA Troop Committee Guidebook. 
 

 
 

Troop Committee 
The troop committee is the troop's board of directors and supports the troop program.  This group 
of parents and other adults interested in scouting establishes the policies, oversees and approves 
activities, facilitate the outings of the troop and provide program assistance to the adult leaders and 
scouts.  They are also responsible for handling most of the paperwork associated with advancement, 
maintaining Troop records, finances, arranging transportation and planning special events as well as 
procuring merit badges and awards.  The committee is comprised of the Chairperson, Outdoor 
Activities Chair, Treasurer, Secretary, Advancement Chair, Recruitment Chair, Merit Badge Chair, 
Chartered Organization Representative, and members at large performing the following functions: 
 

 Provides adequate meeting facilities. 

 Advises the Scoutmaster on policies relating to Boy Scouting and the chartered organization. 

 Supports leaders in carrying out the program. 

 Carries out the policies and regulations of the Boys Scouts of America. 

 Is responsible for finances, adequate funds, and disbursements in line with the approved budget 
plan. 

 Serves on boards of review and courts of honor. 
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 Supports the Scoutmaster in working with individual boys and problems that may affect the 
overall troop program. 

 Provides for the special needs and assistance some boys may require. 

 Assists the Scoutmaster with handling boy behavioral problems. 

 Obtains, maintains, and properly cares for troop property. 

 Provides adequate camping and outdoor program. 

 Sees to it that quality adult leadership is recruited and trained.  In case the Scoutmaster is 
absent or is unable to serve, a qualified substitute is assigned. 

 
The Troop Committee meets once a month at a minimum with additional meetings of the 
committee at large or sub-committees as warranted. 
 
Membership on the Troop Committee is open to all men and women who wish to support the ideals 
and goals of the Troop.  The Troop Leadership encourages all parents to support their son’s scouting 
activities through active membership on the Troop Committee. 
 
Adult Leaders 
Adult leaders are comprised of the Scoutmaster and the Assistant Scoutmasters. 
 

Boy Troop Leaders 
One of the objectives of the Scouting program is the development of leadership skills.  Certain 
program and administrative responsibilities are delegated to the scouts by the Scoutmaster.  These 
responsibilities are handled by scouts elected to leadership position by members of the Troop. 
 
The Senior Patrol Leader is the program boy leader of the Troop.  He is elected by Troop members as 
a whole.  Each patrol is lead by a Patrol Leader who is elected by the members of the patrol.  Various 
assistant leaders are also elected by the Troop members as a whole or appointed by the elected boy 
leaders.  The elections for leadership positions are held annually or semi-annually as needed.  The 
adult and boy leaders meet regularly in the Patrol Leaders Council (PLC) to plan and administer the 
Troop’s program. 
 
Patrols 
The patrols are arranged with no more than 8 boys.  Each patrol has a Patrol Leader and Assistant 
Patrol Leader who report to the leaders of the troop.  These are the Senior Patrol Leader and the 
Assistant Senior Leaders.  The major emphasis is on the troop, not the patrol, and the boys learn to 
interact with all the boys in the troop.  The patrol and the troop are run by the boys, who plan their 
own activities through the Patrol Leaders Council.  Adults do not plan activities, although they do 
supervise and make sure the activities are safe. 
 
Patrol Leadership Council 
The patrol leaders' council is the primary leadership body of the troop.  It is composed of the senior 
patrol leader, assistant senior patrol leaders, the patrol leaders, and any troop guides. 
 
Important functions of the patrol leaders' council are planning the troop's overall program, leading 
the preparations for troop meetings and camping trips, and ensuring that all troop events are 
efficient, interesting, and well run. 
 
The patrol leaders' council allows the senior patrol leader, patrol leaders, and troop guides to plan 
the troop's program for the coming month and to assess the progress of the current month's 
program.  It is also an opportunity for patrol leaders to present the ideas and concerns of patrol 
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members to the troop's leadership.  The senior patrol leader conducts the meeting with the 
guidance and support of the Scoutmaster.  Members of the patrol leaders' council recognize that 
their decisions are subject to final approval by the Scoutmaster and the troop committee. 
The Troop’s activities are selected and planned at the annual program planning conference.  The 
Troop’s yearly plan is then submitted to the troop committee for approval.  The troop committee 
either approves the plan or makes alternative suggestions for the PLC to consider.  The troop 
committee interacts with the PLC through the Scoutmaster. 
 

Troop Operations and policies 
Meetings 
Meetings are held by the Scouts and parents for conducting the business of the Troop. 
 

Troop Meetings 
The Troop meets year round from 7:00 P.M. to 8:30 P.M. every Thursday in the Fellowship Hall 
at the Queen Anne United Methodist Church, 1606 5th Ave. W.  Troop meetings are not held on 
most public school holidays as listed on the Troop calendar.  Boys need to attend the meetings 
whenever possible, in uniform and with their Scout Book.  While we understand the demands 
on our youth with school, homework, and family activities, lot of information is passed on in 
meetings not to mention the team building and camaraderie built during meetings that tends to 
make boys feel like outsiders when they only come once in a while. 

 
Patrol Leaders Council (PLC) 
The PLC meets formally once a month at a time and place mutually agreed upon. 

 
Patrol Meetings 
Each patrol meets at designated time during regularly scheduled Troop meetings.  Additional 
patrol meetings are held as required at a time and place mutually agreed upon. 

 
Troop Committee Meetings 
The Troop Committee meets the 1st Thursday of every month during the regularly scheduled 
Troop meeting. 

 
Troop Finances 
The finances of Troop 70 are managed in a manner consistent with the 9th element of the Boy Scout 

Law, a Scout is Thrifty (A Scout works to pay his own way and to help others.  He saves for the 
future.  He protects and conserves natural resources.  He carefully uses time and property). 

 
Membership Dues 
Troop membership fees and are paid annually and are kept to a minimum so as to not cause 
financial hardship.  Currently, annual dues are $40.00 with $15.00 of these dues being paid to 
National BSA.  The balance of the dues collected is retained by the Troop for use in purchasing 
awards.  Scholarships are offered to those families with financial needs. 

 
Troop Income 
Each scout is expected to contribute to the financial needs of the Troop by payment of 
membership dues and participation in fundraising events.  The traditional fundraising events 
include; popcorn sales, yard sale. 
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Troop Expenditures 
It is not intended that the Troop have a large treasury.  However, adequate reserved do need to 
be available to cover obligations that arise throughout the year such as; outing expenses, 
various registration fees, equipment, general operational expenses. 

 
Outing Costs 
Each patrol plans a menu and food list for the outing meals.  The cost of the food is shared 
equally by those members of the Patrol attending the outing.  Scholarships are offered to those 
families with financial needs. 

 
Event/Camping Fees 
Each month the troop plans a camping trip or special event.  Fees are based on the particular 
requirements for each trip and are due from those scouts and adults that attend.  These fees are 
typically due a couple of weeks prior to the trip.  Scholarships are offered to those families with 
financial needs. 

 
Friends of Scouting 
This is an annual fundraiser from the council.  The troop does not directly benefit from this but 
this is an important fundraiser to keep the council and camps running as well as making the 
scouting experience available to those with financial needs.  The Friends of Scouting campaign is 
usually held in the February/March time frame. 

 
Youth Protection Policy 
Troop 70 conducts its program in a manner consistent with BSA youth protection aimed at 
eliminating opportunities for abuse within the Scouting.  These policies focus on leadership selection 
and on placing barriers to abuse within the program.  Troop 70 takes great pride in the quality of our 
adult leadership.  Being a leader in Troop 70 is a privilege, not a right.  The quality of the program 
and the safety of our youth requires high quality adult leaders. 
 
Troop 70 has adopted the following policies to provide additional security for our members.  These 
policies are primarily for the protection of our youth members; however, they also serve to protect 
our adult members from false accusations of abuse. 
 

Adult leadership 
All registered adults (i.e. Leaders and Committee members) must complete a BSA adult 
application to include background check as well as complete BSA Youth Protection Training 
every 2 years. 

 
Two-deep leadership 
Two adult leaders or one adult leader and a parent of a participant, one of whom must be 21 
years of age or older, are required on all trips and outings. 

 
No one-on-one contact 
One-on-one contact between adults and youth members is not permitted.  In situations that 
require personal conferences, such as a Scoutmaster's conference, the meeting is to be 
conducted in view of other adults and youths. Boards of review and merit badge counseling 
must follow the same rules and/or satisfy the requirements of two-deep leadership. 
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Respect for privacy 
Adult members must respect the privacy of youth members in situations such as changing 
clothes and taking showers at camp, and intrude only to the extent that health and safety 
require.  Adults must protect their own privacy in similar situations. 

 
Separate accommodations 
When camping, no youth is permitted to sleep in the tent of an adult other than his own parent 
or guardian. 

 
Proper preparation for high-adventure activities 
Activities with elements of risk should never be undertaken without proper preparation, 
equipment, clothing, supervision, and safety measures. 

 
No secret organizations 
The Boy Scouts of America does not recognize any secret organizations as part of its program.  
All aspects of the Scouting program are open to observation by parents and leaders. 

 
Appropriate attire 
Proper clothing for activities is required.  For example, skinny-dipping is not appropriate as part 
of Scouting. 

 
Hazing prohibited 
Physical hazing and initiations are prohibited and may not be included as part of any Scouting 
activity. 

 
Discipline 
The Scout Oath and Law are the behavior standards for the Troop.  Should problems of discipline or 
un-scout like behavior arise, the specific patrol leader and the Patrol Leaders Council will attempt to 
correct the problem with the advice of the Scoutmaster and/or Assistant Scoutmaster(s).  If the 
misbehavior continues or if the misbehavior is extreme in nature, the Scoutmaster will deal with the 
situation directly.  The Troop Committee will notify a scout’s parent(s) if necessary. 

 

Advancement 
Advancement is one of the ways a Scout grows and become eligible for leadership positions and the 
badges and patches of advancement are visual reinforcement and reward for accomplishing a series of 
tasks. 
 

Rank Advancement 
The ranks begin with Scout and continue to Tenderfoot, Second Class, First Class, Star, Life, and 
finally Eagle.  The requirement for all skill awards and rank awards are listed in the back of the Scout 
Handbook with most advancement work done in troop meetings and on outings or at camp.  Early 
rank advancement (i.e. Scout, Tenderfoot, Second Class and First Class) consist mainly of earning 
skill awards, demonstrating scout spirit and participation in the Troop.  Skill awards are areas of 
specific subject (e.g. first air, cooking, camping, citizenship) that are instructed and approved by the 
senior scouts and adult leaders.  A series of useful video clips explaining the specific requirements 
for Tenderfoot, Second Class and First Class ranks is available online at 
http://www.scouting.org/scoutsource/applications/rankvideo.aspx.  After First Class, advancement 
to Eagle is very different.  Each level requires Merit Badges, Leadership, Service, and Scout Spirit.  
The Scout has to put forth the effort to make each rank.  Following completion of the requirements 
for each of the ranks, each scout has a Scoutmaster meeting then a board of review. 

http://www.scouting.org/scoutsource/applications/rankvideo.aspx
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Scout is the first rank of Boy Scouting and can be earned as soon 
as a boy joins a troop, especially if he has earned his Arrow of Light 
as a Webelos scout.  This first rank is earned by applying and 
memorizing some important scouting basics.  Some troops have 
Webelos scouts bridge over from the pack to the troop in February 
at their Cub Scout pack Blue and Gold dinner and then have a 
court of honor in March or April where they are presented with 
their Scout badge. 

 

Tenderfoot is the first rank earned as a Boy Scout.  The 
requirements of becoming a Tenderfoot provide basic skills to 
begin preparing the scout for higher adventure outings.  Earning 
badges and receiving recognition can be very satisfying to boys.  
However, keep in mind that the badge is only a representation of a 
valuable set of skills that a scout has learned and demonstrated.  
The skills, wisdom, and experience gained through the activities of 
the scouting program are of much more value than a small badge. 

 

Second Class scouts work on building their outdoor survival and 
camping skills.  Compass work, nature observation, camp tools and 
swimming are areas where new skills are mastered and 
demonstrated.  A second class scout, having completed all the 
requirements, should be able to lead a hike, care for his own 
equipment, set up a campsite, and perform basic first aid. 

 

When the First Class rank is attained, a scout has learned all the 
basic camping and outdoors skills of a scout.  He can fend for 
himself in the wild, lead others on a hike or campout, set up a 
camp site, plan and properly prepare meals and provide first aid 
for most situations he may encounter.  A First Class scout is 
prepared. 

 

Up through First Class rank, a scout was busy learning skills and 
becoming a self-sufficient scout.  He now moves from being a 
learner to being a leader.  The Star rank is attained with 
participation, leadership, service, and self-directed advancement 
through merit badges. 
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Continuing to develop leadership skills, the Life Scout rank is 
earned by fulfilling additional leadership positions, service hours, 
and merit badges.  A Life Scout is expected to be a role model and 
leader in the troop, providing guidance to new scouts and helping 
the troop however he can.  Being a good leader can only be 
learned by doing and troop leadership positions allow the scout to 
make decisions, lead discussions, and encourage others. 

 

Attaining the Eagle rank is often the end goal of a scout and his 
parents.  It looks good on a resume and shows commitment to a 
program over an extended span of time.  But, just like each rank 
advancement before it, the Eagle rank is a major advancement 
milestone, but not the culmination of scouting.  After reaching 
Eagle, a scout can continue to earn merit badges and be rewarded 
with an Eagle Palm for each 5 additional merit badges.  He can also 
continue to lead and guide the troop or he can change his focus to 
helping Cub Scouts become Boy Scouts.  He may become a Junior 
Assistant Scout Master, helping the Scout Master with projects to 
improve the troop.  Or, he can look for worthwhile endeavors 
outside of scouting to which he can apply his scouting background.  
There are many ways an Eagle Scout can continue to contribute to 
and receive from the Scouting program. 

 
Scoutmaster Conference 
After a Scout has completed all of the requirements for a rank they must have a meeting with 
their Scoutmaster.  A Scout can request a conference at any time but must schedule one after all 
of the requirements for a rank have been completed and before their Board of Review (BOR) for 
rank advancement.  The Scoutmaster will determine if the Scout is ready for a BOR. 
 
The Scout must: 

 Request the conference themselves. 

 Be in the Class A uniform. 

 Bring his BSA handbook. 
 

Board of Review 
After a Scout has completed their Scoutmaster Conference they must participate in a Board of 
Review (BOR) before they can be awarded their rank advancement. A Scout might be invited to 
a BOR if he isn't advancing or if there is another issue that needs to be discussed.  The BOR for 
the Eagle rank is handled by the BSA council.  The purpose of a BOR is: 

 To make sure the Scout has completed the requirements for the rank.  If the Scout held a 
position of responsibility the review will also verify that the Scout understood and fulfilled 
the duties of position. 

 To see how good an experience the Scout is having in the unit. 

 To encourage the Scout to progress further. 

 Give the Scout an opportunity to discuss problems with the troop. 
 
The review is handled by at least 3 committee members and cannot include a relative or 
guardian of the Scout or a Troop Adult Leader. 
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For a Board of Review, the Scout must: 

 Request a BOR from the person in charge of advancement. 

 Make sure that all of their requirements are in the troop database. 

 Appear in their Class A uniform. 

 Bring their Boy Scout handbook 
 

Merit Badges 
With more than 120 merit badges available, there are many options for scouts to explore areas of 
particular interest to them.  Who knows, working on any one of the many available merit badges 
might spark an interest that the scout will carry forward through adulthood as a hobby or 
profession.  Most merit badge work is done outside of the regular Troop meetings.  During the 
normal course of the year, only some merit badge work will be done as a Troop.  A few 
opportunities for working on merit badges will be available through council or district functions (i.e. 
merit badge fairs) and BSA sanction camps.  A complete list of all merit badges and their 
requirements can be viewed at  http://www.meritbadge.org . 
 

Merit Badge Overview 
Required Merit Badges:  A boy scout can begin taking merit badges as soon as he joins a 
troop, but no merit badges are required for advancement until he receives his First Class 
rank.  Advancement to Star, Life, and Eagle all require completion of merit badges, service, 
and leadership.  To reach Eagle rank, a scout must complete a total of at least 21 Boy Scout 
merit badges listing them in his handbook, 12 of which come from the Eagle-required badge 
list.  Non-Eagle required merit badges have a green embroidered edge while Eagle required 
merit badges have a silver embroidered edge. 
 
Merit Badge Pamphlets:  An official Boy Scout merit badge pamphlet has been created for 
the BSA by topic authorities for each merit badge.  The pamphlets contain requirements, 
introductory information and supplemental reference text.  A scout can purchase pamphlets 
from BSA, find them in the troop library or possibly check them out from a public library.  
There is also a Boy Scout Requirements Book with a merit badge list for quick reference that 
is available in the Troop library. 
 
Merit badge worksheets are available online at http://www.meritbadge.org which assist the 
scout in organizing his notes, locating resources and documenting his work. 

 
Merit Badge Counselors:  Merit badge counselors are volunteers that have applied, been 
selected, trained, and approved by council or district committees.  They are knowledgeable 
in the topic and understand the goals of scouting and the Boy Scout merit badge program.  
It is the merit badge counselor that certifies completion of the merit badge requirements. 

 
Blue Cards:  The infamous “blue card” is the document on which progress and completion of 
a merit badge is recorded and consists of three parts, these being the Troop record, 
applicant record and counselor record. 

 

http://www.meritbadge.org/
http://www.meritbadge.org/
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Merit Badge Process 
1. A scout decides he would like to earn a specific merit badge and completes the 3 sections of 

a Blue Card. 
2. The scout obtains approval to begin the merit badge from his Scoutmaster.  Upon approval, 

the Scoutmaster signs the Blue Card.  No work is to begin on a merit badge without the 
Scoutmaster signature on the Blue Card. 

3. The Scoutmaster identifies possible merit badge counselors. 
4. It is highly recommended that the scout identify another scout that will be his partner to 

attend meetings with the counselor to follow safe scouting guidelines. 
5. The Scout then contacts the counselor to begin badge work.  The counselor reviews the 

requirements with the scouts and they decide on projects to complete and a completion 
schedule.  The counselor provides expertise, advice, guidance as needed until the scouts 
have completed the requirements. 

6. The scout completes the merit badge requirements.  During the process of completing a 
merit badge, the scout keeps incomplete (partial) merit badge Blue Cards in his possession.  
This serves as a reminder to the scout that the work in incomplete and that the scout is 
responsible for ensuring progress towards completion. 

7. Upon completion of all the requirements, the merit badge counselor certifies completion of 
requirements by signing the Blue Card and removing the “Counselor” section for their 
records.  The remaining 2 sections of the Blue Card are returned to the scout. 
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8. The scout presents the completed Blue Card to the Scoutmaster for signature.  The 
completed and Scoutmaster signed Blue Card is then given the Advancement Chair. 

9. The Advancement Chair submits the required paperwork with Council and removes the 
“Troop” section of the Blue Card for the Troop records. 

10. The Advancement Chair procures the merit badge which is awarded to the scout at the next 
Court of Honor with the “Applicant” section of the Blue Card which is to be retained by the 
scout for their record keeping. 

 
Advancement Records 
A critical responsibility of each scout is one of maintaining good records of their advancement.  In 
the end, the scout is responsible for maintaining adequate records of his advancement should a 
discrepancy arise in the future. 
 
It is recommended that each scout purchase a dedicated storage container or notebook for safe 
storage of their advancement record.  What has historically been found to work well is a three ring 
binder with plastic sheets made for storing baseball cards that can be obtained at any office supply 
store. 
 
For each rank, the scout will receive a card with the signature of the Scoutmaster and Committee 
Chair and sometimes Senior Patrol Leader which must be safely stored to prevent loss. 
 
For each merit badge, the scout will receive the “applicant” section of the merit badge Blue Card 
and a merit badge card signed by the Scoutmaster.  These two cards are equally important as 
evidence of completion of the merit badge and as such, should be stored in separate locations to 
prevent loss of both. 

 
Records for each scout’s advancement achievements are maintain by the Advancement Chair and 
reported to the Chief Seattle Council, BSA. 
 
Awards are presented at a Court of Honor held 3 to 4 times a year.  It is important to remember though 
that the date of the board of review is the date that the scout has earned his rank, not the date that the 
award is presented. 
 

Order of the Arrow (OA) 
The Order of the Arrow (OA) recognizes Scouts and Scouters who best exemplify the Scout Oath and 
Law in their daily lives.  This recognition provides encouragement for others to live these ideals as well.  
Arrowmen are known for maintaining camping traditions and spirit, promoting year-round and long 
term resident camping, and providing cheerful service to others.  OA service, activities, adventures, and 
training for youth and adults are models of quality leadership development and programming that 
enrich and help to extend Scouting to America's youth. 
 
As Scouting’s National Honor Society, the purpose of OA is to: 

 Recognize those who best exemplify the Scout Oath and Law in their daily lives and through that 
recognition cause others to conduct themselves in a way that warrants similar recognition. 

 Promote camping, responsible outdoor adventure, and environmental stewardship as essential 
components of every Scout’s experience, in the unit, year-round, and in summer camp. 

 Develop leaders with the willingness, character, spirit and ability to advance the activities of their 
units, our Brotherhood, Scouting, and ultimately our nation.  
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 Crystallize the Scout habit of helpfulness into a life purpose of leadership in cheerful service to 
others.  
 
OA Eligibility Requirements: 
The Order of the Arrow membership requirements are: 
 

 Be a registered member of the Boy Scouts of America. 

 After registration with a troop or team, have experienced 15 days and nights of Boy Scout 
camping during the two-year period prior to the election.  The 15 days and nights must include 
one, but no more than one, long-term camp consisting of six consecutive days and five nights of 
resident camping, approved and under the auspices and standards of the Boy Scouts of America.  
The balance of the camping must be overnight, weekend, or other short-term camps. 

 Youth must be under the age of 21, hold the BSA First Class rank or higher, and following 
approval by the Scoutmaster, be elected by the youth members of the troop. 

 Adults (age 21 or older) who are registered in the BSA and meet the camping requirements may 
be selected following nomination to the lodge adult selection committee.  Adult selection is 
based on their ability to perform the necessary functions to help the Order fulfill its purpose, 
and is not for recognition of service, including current or prior positions.  Selected adults must 
be an asset to the Order because of demonstrated abilities, and must provide a positive 
example for the growth and development of the youth members of the lodge 

 

Community Service 
Service to others is a Scouting hallmark and Troop 70 has a long standing commitment to community 
service as a means for giving back to our community and raising awareness with the scouts with the goal 
of a minimum of at least one community service project each quarter.  Community service projects 
include Scouting for Food, blood drives, camp service projects, support to our chartered organization 
and service to other scouting individuals and groups. 
 

Outings 
Troop 70 plans outings throughout the year.  During the school year, at least one outing is planned each 
month.  During the summer months, more frequent outings are planned (including summer camp).  
Outings include overnight camping or backpacking trips, day hikes and community service projects.  In 
accordance with BSA policy, two deep leadership is required on all outings, large or small.  Two deep 
leadership means two leaders are in attendance at all times during an outing, one of whom must be 
trained.  It is for this reason that we encourage all adults to become trained. 
 



 

Appendix A 
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